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In the axiomatization f relation algebras by Chin and Tarski certain elements are called fight 
ideals. Aiming at applications in the relational theory of graphs and programs, we call such 
ideals 'points' and investigate an additional point axiom. First we prove a point insertion 
theorem. Then a representation theorem for such relation algebras i deduced by inherently 
relational methods, implifying the proof of a similar esult from J6nsson, Maddux and Tarski. 
Some historical remarks are inserted and an extended bibliography is added. 
1. Introduction 
We adopt the nomenclature of calling an algebraic structure satisfying the bulk 
of identities valid for relations a 'relation algebra' in contrast o an 'algebra of 
relations' consisting of all relations on a set. 
A first adequate development of such an algebra is credited to de Morgan and 
Peirce (see e.g. [7, 36]). Their work was systematically extended by E. Schr6der 
[50], who studied the operations performable on relations without making use of 
the nature of being a 'relation between individuals'. This algebraic treatment was 
especially continued by L6wenheim [25]. 
Half a century later, Tarski [53] and Riguet [42] exposed a modem basis for the 
'calculus of relations'. 
Separately, the theory of 'projective algebra' was introduced. Starting with 
Everett and Ulam [12], subtle refinements about 'cylindric algebras' are reported 
by Henkin et al. [16]. The interdependence of these algebras was soon observed, 
see Chin and Tarski [9], McKinsey [35], Lyndon [29], Monk [37] or Bednarek 
and Ulam [4] in an overview. 
These historical remarks hould not be closed without mentioning the contribu- 
tion done by J6nsson and Tarski [20] to Boolean algebras enriched by generalized 
operators, where it is proved that any such algebra can be extended to one that is 
complete and atomic, and the theory of models by Tarski [55]; results on 
equational completeness and undecidability are presented by Kalicki and Scott 
[22], Tarski [56], Veloso [57] and SchSnfeld [49]. The generation problem was 
studied by Bednarek and Ulam [2] and Howorka [17]. Some remarks about a 
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study of logic with quantifiers in connection with the theory of relations can be 
found in Bernays [5]. 
2. An axiom system 
To avoid unnecessary complications by categorial or partial algebra form_a!i.~m 
in the sequel, we will restrict ourselves to the case of totally defined operations 
resembling homogeneous relations. Structurally, we have a Boolean algebra--with 
respect to join, meet, complement----enriched by an associative multiplication with 
identity and by a transposition. The following axiomatization, due to Chin and 
Tarski [10], shows that it suffices to postulate only a few of the identities known 
for Boolean matrices. The general case of heterogeneous relations between sets, 
and partially defined operations, was studied and illustrated by computer science 
applications inSchmidt's Habilitationsschrift [45 ]. An independency investigation for 
the axioms was attempted inKamel's thesis [23], and was mentioned by Wooyenaka 
[59]. Brink [8] eliminated operators, and extensively exhibited independency. 
DeRnltion 1. An (abstract) relation algebra is a structure (~, v, A,- , - ,  1) over a 
nonempty set ~,  such that 
(i) (~, v,  A,-) is a complete atomic Boolean algebra. Its zero element and its 
unit element will be denoted by O, L. The symbol c is used for the ordering with 
respect o the lattice structure and is called inclusion. 
(ii) (~,- )  is a semigroup with exactly one identity element which is denoted by 
/, i.e. 
(OR)S = O(RS), R /= IR  = R. 
(iii) QR c S ¢~ OXg c ~ ¢~ SR T c 0 (Schr/Sder-rule). 
(iv) R ~O ~ LRL = L (Tarski-rule) 
The identities that have to be noted to describe a Boolean algebra, i.e. a 
complemented distributive lattice, are well known. Sophisticated variants can be 
found in Huntington [18] and Sobocifiski [51]. 
The claim in axiom (ii) on the identity may be weakened to the mere existence 
of an I satisfying R /= R for all R. 
Axiom (iii) has sometimes been associated with Luce [26]. However, already 
Riguet [42] observed that it is a variant of a rule given by E. Schr6der. He derived 
it from another rule which he felt closely resembling R. Dedekind's work on 
ideals. In Theorem 3 we go the opposite direction. 
The special postulate (iv) is related to the standard notion of simplicity in 
universal algebra and is often suppressed; it may be replaced by the equivalent 
postdate 
(iv') RL -- L or L/~ = L, 
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see Tarski [53]. This axiom is adopted in our presentation for sake of brevity. 
Consequently we aim at an algebra of all relations on a set. 
Now, we present the 'arithmetic of relation algebras' as done by Chin and 
Tarski [10]. Other identities are given by Give'on [14] and Ono [40]; the latter 
examined properties of special relations to each other. 
Thearem 2. In every relation algebra the following rules may be derived without 
postulating the Tarski-rule: 
- Rules of multiplication: 
O) OR = RO = O; 
QR c QS 
(ii) R c S ~ (RQ c SQ 
(iii) Q(RAS)cQRAQS 
(R  A S )Q c RQ A SQ 
Q(R v S) = QR v QS 
(RvS)Q= RQvSQ 
- Rules of transposition: 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(RT) T = R; 
(RS)T = STRT; 
R~S ~ RTcsT ;  
AT--  - RT; 
(R v S)  T = R T v sT ;  
I = IT; 
O = O X; L "r = L. 
(monotonicity); 
(meet- subdistributivity ) ; 
(join-distributivity ) ; 
(R A S)  T -~- RTA S T. 
l~a | .  The proof intensively uses the Schr6der-rule: 
(i) ROc O ¢~ RTL c L. 
(ii) OS c OS ¢~ QTQSc  g ~ QTQSc  A ¢~ OR c QS. 
(iii) Q(RAS)cQR and Q(RAS)cQS ~ Q(RAS)cQRAQS.  QRc  
Q(RvS)  and Q$cQ(RvS)  ~ QRvQScQ(RvS) ;  QRcQR ¢~ 
QTQRcR and QScQS ¢~ QTQScS.  Therefore QTQRvQS= 
QT( QR^ QS) c QT QR^ QT QS c R AS = R v S ¢~ Q(R  vS) c OR v QS. 
(iv) RIcR  ¢~ RTRc[  ¢:~ R ' r r I~R ¢:~ RTrcR;  
R'rr I c R "rr ¢~ R T R TT ~ ~ ¢~ R I  ~ R Tr ¢~ R c R Tr. 
(v) (RS)TI c (RS) T ¢~ RS(RS)  T ~ [ ¢~ RTI  ~ S(RS) T ¢~ S(RS) "~ ~ R T ¢~ 
STR T c (RS)T; 
STR T~ STR T (:~ SSTR T ~ R T (7) R T~ SSTR T ~:~ RSSTRTc I ~:~ (RS) T 
c STR T. 
(vi) ST IcS  T ~:~ SS'¥~I ~:~ Is'TT~g ::~ Is--TTcR ~:~ Rs 'T~i  ~, RT I~s  T 
(:~ R T~ S T. The i lnplication ' ( : : '  is derived dually. 
(vii) R [  ~ R ~:~ RTA ~ I ~7~ 1rJ~ T ¢ R T ~:~ A T C R T. With R T instead of R T 
follows R T c: A and therefore R TC:: A T. 
(viii) O :=RTvS T. Then /RT~Q ¢~ 0R: [ ,  and I ST~O ¢~ QS~[ .  
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(ix) 
(x) 
Therefore Q(R v S) = QR v QS c i ¢~ I (R  v S) w c Q ¢:~ (R v S) w = 
R Xv S T. The inclusion 'D '  follows from (vi). 
H = I ~ IT~ Y ~ IT = IT I  ~ L Transposition gives I = (Ir)W ~ I w. 
Restricted to homogeneous relation algebras, we have O ~ O x and 
OL = O = T => O x = or !  c E = O. Finany, L = ¢5 = O x = <~T = L-r. [] 
Infinite variants of (iii) and (viii) are easily derived from completeness. 
The following Dedekind-rule works without complements, a fact that some- 
times gives an advantage since one may proceed in the derivation of formulas by 
chains of inclusions. The rule appears as 'Bundaxiom' in Lorenzen [24] and 
Gericke [13]. 
Theorem 3. In every relation algebra we show without postulat ing the Tarski - ru le:  
QR A S ~ ( Q A SR'r)(R A Q'r s) (Dedekind-rule). 
lh~ot.  
OR = [(Q A SRT) v (Q A SR~][ (R  A QTS) v (R A QTS)] 
= (0  A SR'r)(R A Q rS) v (Q A SR'r)(R A o'rs) 
v(Q ASRT) (R  A QTS)v(Q A sR'r)(R A Q'rS). 
Using Theorem 2(ii), the last three terms can be bounded by CK~TS, SRTR,  
respectively. Using both of the Schr6der-rules, this bound is contained in S. This 
completes the proof. [] 
3. The concept of points 
Now, we consider additional requirements that a relation algebra underlying a 
general theory of graphs or theoretical computer science should satisfy. Our 
emphasis is on an inherently relational presentation of these properties. 
In various parts, there is a need for a concept of points which can be 
suc~ssfully based on the following definition. For a motivation consider Boolean 
matrices: A 'vector' is a Boolean matrix x (we change to small letters!) with 
constant rows. A 'point' is a nonzero in]ective vector x, i.e. with exactly one 
nonvanishing row. In [10] a vector is called 'fight-ideal', and a relation R is called 
'functional' if RTR c I. So x "r is functional. 
Detn l t ion  4. Let x be a relation. We call 
x vector : ¢:~ x = x/L, 
x point "¢~ x vector, x~: O, xx T c / .  
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We state some fundamental implications for injective relations which will be of 
use in the proof of the representation theorem at the end of this paper. 
PJrOpositio. s. (i) 
Q~R,  RRT~L LR~LQ ::> Q=R;  
OcR,  RTR~I ,  RLcQL ~ Q=R.  
(ii) For points x: 
R~Sx ¢~ RxT~S.  
Remark that only in ((fi)'~=') the Tarski-rule is necessary! 
Proof. 0) 
R=LR^R cLQ^R c (L^RQT) (Q^LR)c  RQTQ~ RRTQc IQ=Q.  
For the second variant replace R, Q by R T, QT. 
(ii) '~ ' :  Using the monotonicity-ruie and injectivity of x only, we derive 
RxX c SxxT ~ SI = S. 
'~=': We apply the Tarski-rule, and the Schr6cler-rule RxT~ S ¢~ Sx c /~:  
L =LxL =Lx=(gvS)x=gxvSxc  ~vSx. [] 
A special form of (ii) is the equivalence x c Ry ¢~ xy T ~ R for points x, y. The 
following theorem is partly due to Chin and Tarski. 
Theorem 6. Let V denote the set of vectors of a relation algebra ~t. 
(i) Y constitutes a complete Boolean subalgebra of the Boolean algebra ~.  
(ii) Every point of ~ is an atom in ~. 
Proof.  (i) Consider x, y e ~'. We prove x v y, x A y, ~ ~ "//': 
(xvy)L  = xL vyL  = x vy ;  
(xAy)LcxLAyL=xAyc(xAy)L ,  i.e. (XAy)L=xAy;  
xL = ~ c ~L and xLL T c x ¢~ 7r£_, c xl~ i.e. Y,L=~. 
The same argument works for infinite operations thus establishing Y" as a 
complete Boolean subalgebra. 
(ii) Now consider a point x of ~ and y e T" and assmne O ~ y c x. Since xx T c I 
and Ly = LyL = L = LxL = Lx, Proposition 50) is applicable and shows y = x. [ ]  
Not only in ~" but also in ~ atom.~ are closely related with points. 
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Theorem 7. Let x and y be points of a relation algebra ~.  Then 
(i) xy T is an atom in ~ ; 
(ii) xCy  ¢~ xcg  ¢~ xy Tcr  ¢~ xTy=o;  
(iii) x=y ¢=~ x~y ¢~ xyTc I  ¢=~ xTy=L.  
Remark that the Tarski-rule is necessary only in the proof of (i) and of the part 
"xy T c I ~ x c y ~ xTy = L"  of (iii). 
Proof. (i) We start from the assumption O ~ z ~ xyT: Because of xyTL ~ xL = x, 
the injectivity of x enforces that of xyTL. In addition with L (xyTL)~ L = L(zL), 
Proposition 5(i) is applicable and shows zL  = xyTL. From this intermediate r sult 
and since (xya')T(xy T) C yLyT= yyT~/ ,  an application of the second variant of 
Proposition 5(i) gives z = xy T. 
(ii) and (iii) In either sequence the first equivalence is trivial, because from 
Theorem 6(ii) every point is an atom in "g'. If we write Ix ~ ~, xL ~ ~ resp. instead 
of x ~ ~ the Schr6der-rule yields the second, third equivalence of (ii). The second 
and third ones of (iii) follow from Proposition 5(ii): x~y ¢=~ xyT~I  is im- 
mediate; further 
X ~ y ¢:~ LX  T = LTx  T = X T C yT ¢:~ L c yTx ¢:~ L T c xTy ¢:~ L = xTy. [ ]  
In some fields, besides the need for the existence of points there is a request for 
some kind of a factorization theorem. It may be proved provided the following 
point axiom is assumed. 
Dellni l ion 8. We say that a relation algebra satisfies the point axiom if 
R~O @ =lpointsx, y: xy TcR .  
Proposition 9. In a relation algebra satis~ing the point axiom every vector unequal 
0 contains a point. 
Proof. Consider O~ v = vL and let x, y be points with xyXc v. Then x = xL = 
xyTy c vy ~ vL = v. [] 
Theorem 10 (point insertion). Let x, y be points of a relation algebra satisfying the 
point axiom. For arbitrary relations R, S holds 
x ~ RSy ¢~ 3 point z : x c Rz,  z c Sy. 
Proof. In the nontrivial direction '~ '  we introduce a partition in 
x c RSy = R(Sy/x/~Tx) V R(Sy  ^ /~Tx).  
From xx T c I follows x - xT/~ =/~ and further R •/~Tx = ~, by Sehr6der-rule. 
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Therefore x cannot be contained in the second term R(Sy ^ /~Tx) and we get 
O#xcR(Sy^kTx). 
Consequently, Sy ^ /~rx is a vector ~: O. According to Proposition 9, we may 
choose a point z contained therein. This point satisfies z c Sy, as requested, and 
z c/~Tx. The latter inclusion is equivalent to xzTc R, by Schr6der-rule, and by 
Proposition 5(ii) to x c Rz, which was requested, too. [] 
4. Representability 
Finally, we prove a representation theorem which precisely describes the 
structure of relation algebras if the point axiom of Definition 8 is satisfied. It 
simplifies the proof of a similar result given in a somewhat different environment 
by Maddux and Tarski [30, 32]. Profound general investigations may be found in 
J6nsson and Tarski [20]. 
The 'representation problem' of relation algebra theory has been raised by 
Tarski [53] as the question of whether every relation algebra is isomorphic to an 
algebra of relations. Concerning Boolean algebras without operators the problem 
has been completely solved by Stone [52]. A first positive answer to relation 
algebras was given by McKinsey [34] depending on additional postulates with 
respect o atoms. Lyndon [27, 28] showed, by a rather complicated example, that 
generally this answer is negative. (But see, e.g., [57]). The correspondence with 
projective algebras provided a more natural construction for nonrepresentable 
relation algebras, as was illustrated by J6nsson [19] and Lyndon [29]. The class of 
representable r lation algebras is not finitely axiomatizable, [38]; in his thesis, 
McKenzie [33], and later Wostner [60] investigated the representation f so-called 
integral relation algebras. In [33] a 'minimal' nonrepresentable relation algebra is 
exhibited. 
Theorem 11. An abstract relation algebra ~ satisfying the point axiom is an 
algebra of relations. More precisely, if ~ determines the set of points of ~, ~ is 
isomorphic to the algebra of all relations on ~. 
l~oL  We remember Theorem 7. The point axiom assures that all atoms can be 
represented as a product xy x with points x, y. This representation is unique: 
Consider xy x= uvX; at first x = xL =xyTy = uvTy holds; the assumption v~: y 
implies x = O which is a contradiction; i.e. we have v = y and therefore x = uL = u. 
Therefore, we may identify the set of atoms of ~ with ~ × ~ and define the 
function X :~ ---> 2 ~×~ by 
x(R):={(x, y)~&'×~IX'yTcR}, R~.  
The function X assigns to every relation the set of all atoms contained in it, given 
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as pairs of points. As is known in lattice theory such a function establishes an 
isomorphism so far as the structure of ~ as a complete atomic Boolean algebra is 
concerned. 
Finally, we use point insertion of Theorem 10 together with frequent applica- 
tions of Proposition 5(ii), which asserts abTc Q <~ a c Qb for points a, b, in 
order to show 
x(RS) = {(x, y) I xY T c RS} = {(x, y) [:lz : xz T = R and zy T c S} 
= {(x, y)]xy TC R}- {(x, y)[xy T c S}= x(R)" x(S) 
x(RT)={(X, y) [ xyT = RT}= {(y, x) [ xyT c R}= (x(R )) T. [] 
Copilowish [11] "enjoyed the full benefits of the matrix approach" and regret- 
ted that this "elegant machinery is apparently too little known". We think these 
feelings can be shared today. Bednarek and Ulam [4] motivated such investiga- 
tions by theft "suitability to machine computations". De Bakker and de Roever 
[1] and Schmidt [45] made use of relation algebra in the semantics of programs. 
About a consequent application of relation algebraical methods to practice such 
as timetable problems and chess endings in game theory is reported by two joint 
papers of the authors. 
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